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Abstract. The 8-14 micron infrared emissionof Jupiter has been observedon six nights in
December 1963 using the 200-inch Hale telescope. The new observationspossesstwice the
resolution of those obtained in 1962. The brightness temperature at the center of the disk
appears to be nearly constant at 129øK. With some slight ambiguity, the light bands are
about 0.5ø cooler in appearancethan the dark bands. There is some suggestionof morningevening asymmetry in one of the bands. The Great Red Spot is found to be from 1.5ø to 2.0ø
cooler than the surroundingdisk at the newer resolution.

Introduction. We previously reported the
first detailed photomerryof the thermal radiation emitted by Jupiter in the 8-14 /• wavelength region [Murray et al., 1964; hereinafter
referred to as paper 1]. Becauseof the presence
of low-frequencydrift in the noiseof the Jovian
scans of paper 1, as well as difficulties in the
Jovographicpositioningof signal scans,it was
not possibleto obtain a map of the distribution
of brightness temperature over the disk of
Jupiter. Instead, the average limb-darkening
curves, both polar and equatorial, were extracted together with an upper bound of 0.5øK

the 200-inchtelescopewith a resolutionapproximately one-seventhof the Jovian disk yielded
a brightnesstemperature at the center of the
disk of 128.5øK. The average center-of-the-disk
temperature for the present observations is
129øK in which the resolutionis approximately
one-seventeenththe equatorial diameter. The
range of disagreementbetween these temperatures representsonly l 1% in specific intensity
and is especially favorable when we consider
that: (1) The absolute calibration is not based

contrast between light and dark bands and of
the Great Red Spot. In the present study, although the drift has not been altogether eliminated, it has been reducedto the point where
brightnesstemperature maps of significancefor
Jupiter's grossband structure can be obtained
by the superpositionand averagingof maps obtained on individual nights.
A low-resolution brightness temperature
(averagedover about the inner one-half of the
area of Jupiter's disk) of 128øK was measured
with a 20-inch telescopeon White Mountain in
1962 [Murray and Wildey, 1963]. Measurements made about two months later through
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on an extraterrestrial

standard

but on the use

of liquid nitrogen and water-ice cooled blackbodiesviewed directly by the photometer. (2)
The design of such blackbodieswas altered between setsof observations.(Independentlaboratory studies showed, however, that their emissivities were all within 1% of unity.) (3)
Nominal telescope transmission lossesare assumed. (4) A s,tandardatmospheric extinction
coefficient and Lambert's
tinction

for

correction

law of radiative
to

outside

the

ex-

earth's

atmosphereis assumed.(5) Most or all of the
discrepancycan be explainedby the differences
in spatial resolution. (6) There is no, a priori
evidence against intrinsic small-scale Jovian
variability.
In paper 1 an attempt was originally made to
recover position on Jupiter by accurately recordingthe right ascensionand declinationread-
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ingsat beginningsand endingsof right ascension
scans across the Jovian disk. However, this
procedure was later revealed to be too inaccurate for the purpose, owing, evidently, to
the combinationof backlashin the telescope
drive and esp,ecially
friction in the telescope's
remote read-out. The method finally adopted

well enoughdefinedat lhe lower signal-to-noise
ratio. The problem is, in any case, especially

sky signal) was parallel to right ascension.
The
scan was then moved parallel to itself until the
separation between photometer ingress and
egresson the Jovian disk, making allowancefor
the nonzerowidth of the photometeraperture,

betweenapproximatelyOh40m and 2h 10m UT.
The photometeremployedis a modificationof

coincided

ing and position-monitoring
periscope,a more
finely adjustableoptical path for calibration,
anda reductionof microphonics
from the image
cho.p.ping
motor.A newermercury-doped
germanium photoconductor
of somewhathigher

bothersome for almost dismetric

scans,. This

problemhasbeenalleviated,for the mostpart,
in the presentobservations,
by photographic
monitoringof the visibleimage.
The observations.The present observations
was to center each scan on that Jovian diam~
were collectedat the east-armCassegrain
focus
eter which was parallel to the local declination of the 200-inchHale telescope
on the nightsof
circle so that the scan'szero line (sky versus December12, 1963,throughDecember17, 1963,

with

a chord

on the

Jovian

disk.

While this methodworksfairly well for a planet
like Venus, where the signal to noise ratio. is
very high, it is not very satisfactoryfor Jupiter,
becausephotometeringressand egressare not

the oneusedin paper1 [Westphalet al., 1963]
so as to allow a variability in the selectionof
focal planeapertures,a more satisfactoryguid-

.'.

12 Decl6:5
Fig. 1. Brightnesstemperaturemap of an individualnight. Celestialsouthand east are
indicatedat the edgeof the disk.The locations
of scantracksareshownby arrows.The orien-

tationof Jupiter's
polaraxisis shownby the dottedgrossvisiblebandstructure.
Night-tonight variationsin maximumbrightness
temperaturemay be explainablein termsof extinction fluctuationsin the earth'satmosphere.
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The telescopewas set to track in hour angle
responsivityat liquid hydrogen temperatures
was used.The detectingcell was mountedin at a rate which was 2500 sec of arc/hour less
the samedewar,but with a longersnout (5 than sidereal drive. The maximum period reinches),
asusedin paper1, andno coolant
•as quired to scanthe image was thus about one
usedin the outer jacket, whereformerlyliquid minute. Between scansthe telescopewas readnitrogenhadbeenused.The innerjacket,which vancedin hour angle by differentiallycoupling
directly coolsthe Hg:Ge cell, was filled with in the fast slow-motion motor without altering
the telescope's
tracking drive rate. The declinaliquid hydrogen.
As before,it was possible
to view the region tion wasthen changedslightlyand anotherrightof Jupiterbeingmeasured
by examiningthe re- ascensionscanin the observationalsequencewas
flection from the aluminized focal plane dia- performed.During the courseof eachscanthe
phragm,the normalto whoseplanewasangled camera shutter was tripped while simultane45ø with respectto the telescope's
opticalaxis. ouslytriggeringan edgemarker on the infrared
The visibleimageof Jupiterviewedin this man- signaltrace.On eachof oneor two scanswhich
ner has a dark spot corresponding
to, the 2.5- passednear the center of the disk, two such
sec-of-arcentranceapertureto. the detector.In tagged photographswere obtained. Thus, the

placeof an eyepiece,
a 35-mmsingle-lens
reflex direction of right-ascensionwith respect to
camera,rigidlyattachedto the photometer,
was Jupiter's rotational axis was obtained along
usedto obtain both an eye-viewand a photo-

with a positional reference point and a scale

graphicrecordwheneverdesiredof the above factor relating Jupiter's image to the time axis
Jovian image. The general data reduction o.fthe infrared signal.
techniquehas already been briefly described The brightness temperature maps resulting
from the above procedureare shown in Figures

[Westphalet al., 1965].

t21

I

13 Dec, 63
Fig. 2. Same as Figure 1.
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1 through 5. The representationof oblateness first measuredrelative to the adjacentregions
has beenneglectedbecauseof relatively low in- of Jupiter by on-off alternation of this image
frared pictorial resolution. The visible band regionon the focal plane aperture.It was thus
structure (and therefore the orientation of verifiedthat the GRS specificintensitywas conJupiter's rotational axis as well), which was siderably fainter than the surroundingdisk.
discernableon the monitor photographs,has Following this, four scans,including one in
beenindicatedin the figures.The dottedregions declination,were made acrossthe disk and were
represent dark bands. The direction of right determinedto passthrough the GRS. The scan
ascensionand the specific scan tracks from in declinationwas made at the fastestpermiswhichdata were recoveredare indicatedby ar- sible rate of 900 sec of arc/hour. Jupiter's
rows. A tendency of isophotic gradients to imagewas traced by hand, as far as resolvable,
align themselvesparallelto the local declination from one of the monitor photographs,and is
circle is taken to. be an indicationprimarily of shownin Figure 6. The individual scan tracks
photometricerror and secondarilyof tracking are shownin the figure.The signaltraces,also
error, inasmuchas it seemsunreasonableto ex-

reproducedin Figure 6, have been scaled and

pect the presenceof any Jovian anisotropy positionedso that perpendicularprojections
which especiallyfavors the orientation of the onto the correspondingscan tracks reveal the
earth's axis.
Jovographicsource of a given signal. Scan 1
The seeingand the nonstationarynoisewere and scan 4, mutually perpendicular, show a
unusually favorable on the night of December closureof the GRS as a cold region of the in17. The Great Red Spot (GRS) was on the disk frared Jovian disk. Scans2 and 3 are, respecthat night. There wasinsu•cient time to permit tively, de-emphasized
and over-emphasized
rethe mapping of the entire disk. The GRS was

productionsof the effect demonstratedon scan

150

129

14 beci65
Fig. 3. Same as Figure 1.

"

15 Dec:63

Fig. 4. Same as Figure 1.
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t6 Dec•63
Fig. 5. Same as Figure 1.
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were available upon which to. identify visual
and infrared correspondents.
The grossstructure of the maps which bears
obvious relation to. the band sirueture, or at
least

which

exhibits

some nonradial

bilateral

symmetry about Jupiter's axis of rotation,
seems to, be of the same form but of a variable

degree from map to map. Aeeordingly, it was
felt that by superposingthe maps on a grid
whosemesh was commensuratewith the spatial
resolutionand averagingthe temperatures read
at the points of intersection(the mathematical
analog of compositephotography), a map, could
be contouredwhich would (1) have a noise contribution loweredby a processthe equivalent of
signalintegrationbut workableon nonstationary
noise and yet (2) still possessreal information,
other than and in addition to limb-darkening,
which would not be averagedout.
The result is shownin Figure 7. In the figure
it

is indeed

true

that

structure

exists whose

lines of symmetry definitely favor the Jovian
equator over the celestial equator. The correlation

of the infrared

and visible structure

is

somewhatambiguous.The dark polar caps and
the dark equatorial band appear to, have common infrared radiative properties.This is manifested by the tendency of the outermost contours to passwithin about the samedistanceof
the polar and equatorial limb points. The
Fig. 6. Diagram of strength and location of
Jovian infrared signal recorded on December 17,
1963, at approximately 2 UT. Signals are traced
directly from data without noise smoothing and
are scaled to the drawing of Jupiter. Closure of
the Great Red Spot as a cold region is exhibited.

tendency of the innermost contours to, be flat-

tened about the equator, rather than circular,
impliesthat the two light bandsin low latitudes
are cooler radiators than the dark equatorial
band. The wide separationbetweenthe 127.0ø
and the

1 in the vicinity of the GRS. They do neverthe-

127.5 ø contours in southern

latitudes

near zero longitude implies that the southern
lesspossess,
in thisregionof the trace•,margi- dark band is again warmer. This is also indinal reproduction of scan 1 to within noise cated by the outward curvature of the contours
on the adjacent right, but the contourson the
expectations.It may be re-emphasizedhere that
the relative coldness of the GRS was first verileft do not duplicate this effect as they should
fied absolutelyby measuringin a nonscanning if the band is to be interpreted as generally
on-off mode. The general contrast between the warmer. If the southernmost light band is
GRS and the surroundingdisk appears to be cooler,the only obviouseffect it displays is to
between 1.5 ø and 2.0øK.
fiatten the southernmostcontoursnear the pole,
Discussion. A number of fairly small cold an effect which therefore ought to, be absent
and hot spots are shown by the data in Fig- near the north pole, as is observedto, be the
ures 1-5. Their reality is open to questionbe- case. The light to. dark band infrared contrast
causeof the sourcesof uncertainty discussed
in appearsto be about 0.5ø.If we fit a circleto the
the preceding section, and they should not be equatorial diameter of the 128.5ø contour, its
considered real without additional confirmation.
polar extremitiesfall on the 128ø eonto,ur.
The northern light band presentsa situation
No high resolutionphotographsor drawings
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Composite
Fig. 7.

Composite
mapof 8-14• brightness
temperature
distribu[ion
over[he Joviandisk
made by averagingFigures 1-5.

muchmorecomplex.
It appearsto be relatively the infrared investigations.The processo.f
information,both in the visibleand
hotter on the sunrise side and colder on the smearing
not tosunsetside.It certainlydoesnot fall into the infrared, may thus have consequences
tally
accountable
in
the
attempt
to
correlate
hot-coldclassification
of, respectively,
dark and
light bandswhichhasbeendiscussed
thus far. results.This is made even more apparentby a
One conceivable theoretical mechanism for

closeexaminationof Figure 6. In generalterms,

scansindicatethat the equaproducing
this resultis a photochemical
process the right ascension
in whichthe productsare moreopaqueto 8-14 torial dark band is colder than the southern/• radiation
thanarethe reactants
andwhich adjacentlight band,contraryto the indications
scanin Figure6,
requires
a timeto reachequilibrium
o.f2.5hours of Figure7. The declination
or longer.We wouldthusseeto deeper,hotter however,doesindicatethat the sunsetsideof
layerson the sunrisesidethan on the sunset the northernlight band is cooler,as previously
side.On the otherhand,we can ask why such indicated.This partial enigmamay alsobe rea state is not more obviousin the visible. It is lated to the proximity of the GRS. It doesnot
to greaterclarification
at this
importantto point out that someo,fthesein- appearamenable
terpretatio.nal
difficulties
mayhingeonthe con- time.
The most prominentfeatureof the mapsis,
ceptualproblemof defining'grossbandstructure.' To illustrate this, a drawingof Jupiter as in paper1, the generallimb darkening,imof temperature
with depth
made by Dragescoon December7, 1963, is plyingthe increase
shownin Figure 8. It was the high-resolution and therefore the existenceof a green house
visualpictureo.fJupiterwhichwasclosest
in mechanism. Such a conclusion is also indicated
time of all availablepicturesto the epochof by the fact that the representative8-14 /•
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Fig. 8. Drawing by Dragesco.of Jupiter'sappearancefive days before beginningthe present infrared observations.Conceptualdi•culties in interpretation of compositeof Figure 7
are thus revealed.

brightnesstemperatures are much smaller than
the 170ø temperature inferred from the observed line ratios

o,f the rotational

transitions

of the lower Jovian hydrogenmolecules[Zabriskie, 1962]. See the letter in this issue of the
Journal [Wildey, 1965] for an elaboration of
theoreticalimplications.

availablehis compilationof drawingsand photographs; thanks are due Mr'. Dragesco,for the use
of his excellen•drawing.
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